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Recently, a new gambling crypto $DICE ICO has drawn great attention from crypto enthusiasts,
many investors have injected their fund to $DICE project for better reward opportunities. Notably,
this Solana-based GameFi token Mega Dice ($DICE) is on a hot streak, continuing to hit the jackpot
with over $1.5 million raised in its presale. What’ s more, Mega Dice’s new staking feature launched,
adding more attraction for the token.

Then, what is Mega Dice ($DICE)? Is it a good investment in 2024? Next, let’s take a close look at
this cryptocurrency project.
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BTCC offers 300+ virtual currency contract trading pairs with leverage ranging
from 1Χ to 225Χ. If you want to start trading cryptocurrencies, you can start by signing up
for BTCC.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Click Here To Sign Up For BTCC
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What is Mega Dice?

Mega Dice is a leading online gambling destination offering a diverse range of casino games and
sports betting opportunities. In the evolving world of online gaming, Mega Dice stands out as a
pioneering platform, blending the excitement of online casinos with the innovations of
cryptocurrency, all while harnessing the potential of advanced technologies.

As a popular crypto casino serving over 50,000 active users who wager over $50 million in monthly
volume, Mega Dice emerges as a forward-thinking platform that utilizes cutting-edge security
measures, rapid transaction capabilities, and a wide-reaching community engagement strategy to
provide a gaming experience that seamlessly incorporates cryptocurrency transactions.
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What is the DICE Token?

Mega Dice Token ($DICE) is a Solana-based token that serves as the native currency of the Mega
Dice casino. This token is expected to be the backbone offering passive income opportunities for
those who stake the token by sharing the profits of Mega Dice casino daily. It will also unlock many
features within the casino itself.

Active Mega Dice casino users can earn $DICE by playing games. Besides, the token also provides
access to bonuses and limited-edition NFTs, while offering utility within the Mega Dice ecosystem.
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Mega Dice Token Utility

The utility of $DICE is not limited to just the casino. Future integrations might allow it to be used in
partner platforms, exchanged for other services, or even staked for additional benefits.

According to DICE white paper, its major token utility sets as below:

Gaming Currency: $DICE tokens can be used for gaming on MegaDice.com & Mega Dice
Casino bot on Telegram.
Exclusive Access: Certain games or features may require $DICE for access, enhancing its
utility.
Staking Rewards: Players have the option to stake $DICE to receive rewards or bonuses.
Incentives and Promotions: $DICE will serve as the primary currency for rewards,
cashbacks, loot boxes and promotions.
Tradability: $DICE can be exchanged for other cryptocurrencies or fiat, adapting to market
dynamics.
Crypto Futures Trading: This addition is tailored to suit both experienced traders and
newcomers, providing an electrifying avenue to forecast the future values of diverse
cryptocurrency assets using $DICE to trade.
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$DICE Tokenomics

The tokenomics of $DICE is meticulously crafted to promote utility, boost player engagement,
guarantee long-term viability, and foster the growth of the platform. It mirrors Mega Dice’s
dedication to cultivating an ecosystem where every participant, from gamers to backers, finds value.

Allocation Overview

Presale: 35% (147 million $DICE)
Liquidity Pool: 15% (63 million $DICE)
Staking: 10% (42 million $DICE)
Airdrops: 15% (63 million $DICE)
Affiliates: 5% (21 million $DICE)
Casino: 15% (63 million $DICE)
Marketing: 5% (21 million $DICE)
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Mega Dice ($DICE) Roadmap

In terms of DICE roadmap, it mainly include five phases, the following chart sets forth the detail
information about DICE roadmap.
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Mega Dice ($DICE) Presale

Mega Dice Token presale allows contributors to purchase DICE tokens before their upcoming launch
on the open market. Mega Dice’s team has opted to structure the presale into ‘stages’, with each
stage offering DICE tokens at a different price.

Mega Dice ($DICE) Presale is scheduled to conclude this year, indicating the token will see a DEX
listing later in 2024. This should boost the token price, making $DICE freely available for trading
without lock-up periods.

Under the current presale stage, one $DICE is priced at $0.0866, but this presale price advances to
its next stage every seven days. Notably, the new gambling crypto ICO has raised over $1.5 million
in presale, indicating huge bullish sentiment from its investors.

With only four days to go until the next increase kicks in, there is no time to lose to lock in the
lowest prices.
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Mega Dice ($DICE) Airdrop

Besides, the new gambling crypto ICO is conducting a three-stage $2.25 million airdrop to reward
presale investors.

This airdrop is split across three seasons, each distributing $750,000 worth of DICE tokens. The first
season kicks off the airdrop, rewarding players who stay active and hit a $5,000 wager volume
within 21 days.

Season 2 allows players to earn DICE by wagering any supported cryptocurrency between the
presale and the token’s official launch.



 

Finally, Season 3 brings it full circle — players can accrue more $DICE  by wagering $5,000 within
21 days of the token going live.
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Mega Dice ($DICE) Staking

On July 3,  Mega Dice launched new staking feature, meaning holders can now start effortlessly
earning passive income, funded from a share of the platform’s profits.
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Token holders who stake their $DICE are allowed to earn daily rewards tied to Mega Dice Casino’s
performance.



On top of that, Mega Dice has allocated a whopping 42 million tokens specifically for staking, with a
two-year distribution plan that doles out rewards every hour.

This schedule allows users to compound their earnings with every passing hour, supercharging their
returns.

Reward distribution starts 24 hours after staking begins, so everyone has a fair shot at reaping the
rewards together.

The staked tokens can be claimed once the presale ends or after the lock-up period expires.
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What Factors impact the Price of Mega Dice ($DICE)?

There are many factors that can exert huge influence on the Mega Dice token ($DICE) price,
including:

Token demand: Projects that offer passive rewards typically perform better than many other tokens
as investors know that no matter what happens, they are likely to get a reward in one way or
another.

Overall crypto space: Bitcoin and the top altcoins like Ethereum and Solana are pushing the whole
crypto space. If these coins perform well and make new highs, many other tokens will benefit as
well.

Project development: Mega Dice is already a well-established casino. Adding its token into the mix
has the potential to make the casino even more successful. And that will affect the token price.

Exchange listing: Exchange listing is typically a positive event for the token price as it opens the
token to new users and liquidity pools. Being listed on a centralized exchange has even more weight.
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Mega Dice ($DICE) Price Prediction

Combined with its excellent presale performance and the large possibility of a massive bull run in
2024, it is much likely that $DICE would be traded between a potential low price of $0.1 and a
potential high price of $1 in 2024.

In terms of Mega Dice ($DICE) Price Prediction for 2025, as we expect the bull market has the
potential of slowing down, the whole crypto space would possibly take a blow and trade lower by the
end of 2025. Taking all possible factors into consideration, it is predicted that $DICE would be
traded between a potential low price of $0.3 and a potential high price of $1.3 in 2025.

Given how things change fast in the crypto space, any Mega Dice token price prediction for 2030 is
likely to be a miss. However, based on the information we have so far, we predict that $DICE would
be traded between a potential low price of $1.2 and a potential high price of $3 in 2030.
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Is Mega Dice a Good Investment in 2024? 

Mega Dice leads the way in the crypto casino realm – it’s the No.1 GameFi token on SOL. As Mega
Dice provides rewards that you can earn either with staking as it has gone live or by playing games
in the Mega Dice casino, Mega Dice token could be a good investment in 2024. Besides, based on
price prediction for this token, the price of Mega Dice token has a huge likelihood to soar during the
bull run in 2024 and see a price of $1 by the end of the year.

Now, with Mega Dice entering the scene, the ultimate fusion of crypto and online casinos has
arrived, spotlighting the $DICE token and its exciting prospects. However, despite the promising
outlook we predict for DICE coin, it is still necessary for all investors to do profound research and
stay well-informed before making any investment decision regarding Mega Dice ($DICE).
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How to Buy Mega Dice Tokens?

Currently, DICE is under presale stage. Here’s how to buy the $DICE token during the presale in
four simple steps:

Step 1: Set Up a Crypto Wallet

Step 2: Buy SOL

Step 3: Connect Wallet to the Mega Dice Token Presale Page

Step 4: Buy $DICE Tokens

That’s all information about Mega Dice ($DICE). If you want to know more information about Mega
Dice ($DICE) coin and other cryptocurrencies, please visit BTCC Academy.
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